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ABSTRACT
We present StackMold, a DIY molding technique to prototype
multi-material and multi-colored objects with embedded elec-
tronics. The key concept of our approach is a novel multi-stage
mold buildup in which casting operations are interleaved with
the assembly of the mold to form independent compartments
for casting different materials. To build multi-stage molds,
we contribute novel algorithms that computationally design
and optimize the mold and casting procedure. By default, the
multi-stage mold is fabricated in slices using a laser cutter.
For regions that require more surface detail, a high-fidelity
3D-printed mold subsection can be incorporated. StackMold
is an integrated end-to-end system, supporting all stages of the
process: it provides a UI to specify material and detail regions
of a 3D object; it generates fabrication files for the molds; and
it produces a step-by-step casting instruction manual.
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CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and
tools;

INTRODUCTION
While digital fabrication tools such as 3D printers and laser cut-
ters have moved from industrial settings into makerspaces and
workshops, there are still many objects that are challenging
for DIY users to create. One important class of such objects
is those involving multiple materials with varying physical
properties or colors. While high-end industrial printer lines,
such as the Stratasys Objet or HP Jet Fusion, can vary some
material properties in the same object, they are not capable
of producing an arbitrary number of material properties and
colors, and their high cost and large size keep them out of
reach for most non-industrial users.
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Figure 1. StackMold’s fabrication workflow for making a functional
headset in multiple materials: (a) annotating material properties, (b)
a sliced version of a multi-stage mold is computationally designed, (c-d)
the assembles the mold and casts material according to the instruction
manual, (e) the functional headset.

As an alternative to these commercial approaches, we draw in-
spiration from molding, a process that has been used to create
artifacts throughout human history. The basic approach is to
form a mold, which is the negative of the desired object; to
cast liquid materials in the mold, such as silicones, resins, or
plaster; solidify the material via heat, air, or chemical reaction;
and remove the mold, leaving the final object. Thus far, the
digital fabrication of mold negatives has relied on 3D print-
ing [1, 17], which can be slow, and restricts the end result
to a single material and color. Our approach, StackMolds,
produces mold negatives by laser-cutting a sliced version of
the mold (Figure 1c-d). This not only speeds up fabrication
time compared to 3D printing mold negatives, but also enables
the use of multiple materials and colors via a multi-stage mold
buildup, and allows embedding of external components, such
as electronics into the mold material. Similar to other fabri-
cation approaches that allow multiple fidelity/speed tradeoffs
within the same model [3,22], StackMold also leverages the in-
sight that prototypes do not need the same level of precision in
every region of the object. Therefore, StackMold supports em-
bedding 3D printed high-detail mold negative regions within
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the rougher laser-cut mold. Our rapid prototyping process fa-
cilitates the fabrication of functional objects for which the look
and feel as well as the workings can be tested and fine-tuned
in further design iterations (Figure 1e).

The contributions of StackMold are as follows:

• a novel DIY multi-stage molding technique to fabricate
multi-color, multi-material objects with embeddings such
as electronics;
• an algorithm for generating multi-stage molds with selective

levels of surface fidelity;
• an end-to-end software environment to enable end-users to

easily design objects for StackMold.

WALKTHROUGH
In this section, we provide a walkthrough of the StackMold
design and fabrication process, highlighting the ability of the
user to utilize multiple materials and colors, and to embed
external objects. We illustrate the fabrication of a functional
audio headset, consisting of soft earpads, a rigid headband,
embedded speakers, and several colors.

Step 1: Design and material annotations
The user starts the design process by loading an STL file of
a headset model into the StackMold software environment.
The material panel shown in Figure 1a offers 3D brushes to
annotate the mesh in various colors and materials, including
plaster, resins, and silicone with varying levels of softness.
The user first selects black resin as the default base material,
then, as shown in Figure 1a, uses the soft silicone brush to
specify the material properties of the ear pads, one in blue
and one in red. Adjusting the intrusion depth of the 3D brush
controls the thickness of the compliant ear pads. Using the
embeddings menu panel, shown in Figure 2, the designer
positions speakers in the earpads.

Figure 2. StackMold allows for seamlessly embedding existing compo-
nents in casted objects, such as this audio speaker.

Step 2: Computational design and fabrication of multi-stage

mold
StackMold’s fabricate button renders a preview of the to-be-
fabricated object. The default is to produce a fast-to-fabricate,
lower-detail mold via laser-cutting a sliced representation of
the mold (Figure 1b). StackMold outputs SVG files for laser
cutting the mold slices, as well as mounts for external parts.
All parts are annotated with embossed labels, referenced in
the step-by-step instructions that StackMold generates to walk
the user through the mold buildup and casting operations.

Figure 3. (a) The multi-stage mold is build by adding and removing
mold parts. (b) Electronic components are fixated in the mold.

Figure 4. A generated step-by-step instruction manual guides the user
through the assembling and casting process.

Step 3: Mold assembly, casting, and curing
Once all mold parts are fabricated, the casting process starts by
assembling the mold according to the instructions (Figure 4).
Depending on the complexity of the mold, this process may
involve multiple steps of adding or removing mold parts and
casting with and curing different materials. For the headset,
StackMold instructs the designer to assemble the first lay-
ers of the mold and cast with the black resin base material
(Figure 1c). After curing the resin, the designer assembles
the mold compartments for casting the silicone earpads by
removing and inserting mold parts according to the instruc-
tions (Figure 3a). As shown in Figure 3b, StackMold embeds
computationally designed fixtures to hold the speaker in place
during the casting process. The designer proceeds with the
assembly and casting steps, finishing the process after 2 curing
steps (red and blue silicone is cured at the same time).

Step 4: Removing the mold
Once the casting process is finished, the designer removes
the mold, leaving the functional headset behind (Figure 1e).
Removing the mold is convenient as every layer has break
lines engraved, making it easy to snap off pieces (Figure 5).
Figure 1e shows the prototyped functional headset which can

Figure 5. Removing the mold after all casting operations reveals the
functional audio headset
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be used with an audio cable. Fabricating this functional head-
set took 120 minutes in total which is faster compared to 3D
printing the headset in 6 hours and 5 min with an Ultimaker
3 (low resolution and single material). Furthermore, our pro-
totype consists of multiple materials, colors, and embedded
electronics, which is not possible with conventional FDM 3D
printing processes.

RELATED WORK
StackMold draws from and builds upon prior work on multi-
material fabrication, molding processes, techniques to accel-
erate fabrication processes, and fabrication techniques for
embedding existing elements.

Multi-Material Fabrication
Multi-material fabrication is a long-standing challenge in ad-
ditive manufacturing. Decades of research and development
in this area has resulted in 3D printers such as the Strata-
sys Connex1 that support compliant or optical materials [41].
Similarly, research on powder-based 3D printing with differ-
ent color bindings [33] has resulted in products that produce
plaster models in full-color2. Researchers have also investi-
gated stereolithography setups with rotating carousels of resin
vats [8] to produce multi-material objects. Finally, the Voxel8
FDM printer prints conductive material alongside plastic to
enable objects with embedded electronics.

The literature contains a number of special-purpose printers
meant for multi-material use. xPrint [39] is a modular machine
consisting of syringes, UV lamps, and mechanical stirring
functionalities to deposit polymers and living microorgan-
isms. In a similar vein, MultiFab [34] aims to reduce the cost
of multi-material fabrication machinery by complementing
low-cost hardware with computer vision feedback; however,
the machine’s hardware still adds up to around 7000 USD
and requires end-users to build their own machines. MetaSil-
icone [43] takes a different approach and computationally
injects liquid dopant droplets into polymers to realize multi-
material objects.

Despite this commercial and research progress, most of these
technologies are still in their infancy, or result in high-end
products out of reach for makers because of their price and
complexity. As such, when making multi-material objects,
makers are still largely restricted to dual-head FDM printers
or devices that combine a number of filaments into a single
strand3. Instead of relying on complex machinery, computer
systems can also instruct users on how to assemble various
materials using a motor controlled laser pointer [12] or by
computationally designing attributes to assist the fabrication
process of objects [10]. StackMold takes inspiration from
these approaches and generates step-by-step instructions to
assist users in casting advanced multi-material objects.

To support users in designing and specifying multi-material
objects, researchers have investigated scripting [38] and visual

1http://stratasys.com
2e.g., https://www.3dsystems.com
3https://www.mosaicmfg.com

programming approaches [37] to facilitate specifying hierar-
chical material compositions and advanced material gradients.
StackMold’s software environment also facilitates assigning
materials to 3D volumes using 3D surface brushes similar to
by Brochu et al. [5].

As an alternative to multi-material additive manufacturing,
techniques have been proposed to emulate material character-
istics by changing the micro-scale structure of objects printed
with a single material. While Bickel et al. [4] optimized the
stacking of material structures, Schumacher et al. [32] and
Martinez et al. [18] optimized respectively the 3D tiling of
micro-structures and voronoi pattern layouts, to realize intri-
cate compliant structures. Using these techniques, researchers
also showed how to fabricate shape-changing structures [26]
and functional mechanical objects [14].

Computational Molding Processes
Molding is an ancient technique for rapidly producing 3D
shapes as it allows for casting large quantities of natural mate-
rials (e.g. resins, polymers, and plaster) into a precise shape
using a mold. Traditionally, a negative shape of an existing
object was created to serve as a mold for copying that object.
Nowadays, digital fabrication technology allows for fabricat-
ing a mold directly from a digital version of the desired object.
Herholz et al. [13] investigated how to produce molds using
a 3-axis CNC milling machine. As 3-axis milling requires
every point on the surface to be reachable by the drill bit
(height field constraint), the mold has to be split into parts and
some local overhangs required distortion to satisfy the height
field constraint. Merz [20] built an early additive manufac-
turing process to realize molds. As the material deposition
technique could only achieve layers thicker than 0.125mm,
a CNC milling step was required at every layer to produce
more-intricate mold features.

The current generation of additive manufacturing technology
allows for fabricating highly intricate molds. As removing
mold material in small cavities is often challenging, several
research projects focus on fabricating flexible molds that are
easy to remove and can be reused for casting multiple copies.
A flexmold [17] is a thin flexible shell fabricated with 3D
laser-sintering. Flexmolds are computationally designed with
sufficient cuts to extract the solidified material without break-
ing the mold. MetaMold [1], on the other hand, presents a
similar technique but first generates a solid 3D printable meta-
mold to produce the actual flexible mold through an additional
silicone casting step.

In contrast to these approaches, StackMolds are fabricated by
means of laser cutting. Our multi-stage molding technique is
the first approach that allows for precisely casting multiple
materials in a single mold. StackMolds are, however, not
reusable as they are intended to produce one version of a
prototype before transitioning to the next prototyping iteration.

Accelerating the Fabrication Process
3D printing has revolutionized the prototyping process enor-
mously. But while the capabilities of 3D printers are rising
rapidly, printing with fine detail is still a long process. To
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speed up this process a number of rapid prototyping tech-
niques have been proposed. One approach is to take two-
dimensional materials and make them 3D via deformation.
Yamaoka et al.’s BlowFab [42] introduced a technique to cre-
ate 2.5-dimensional objects by laser-cutting a 2D shape and
then inflating it, Umapathi et al. use the capabilities of a laser
cutter to weld multiple layers of plastic together [35], and
Mueller et al. use a laser cutter to apply heating to bend 2D
plastic sheets into 3D shapes under the force of gravity [21].
Other approaches use 2D slices that are fit together to form a
3D object [9, 19, 28]. Muntoni et al. decompose a 3D shape
into 2.5D “blocks” that can be milled with a CNC machine
and then assembled.

Another approach is to quickly add bulk to a 3D-printed ob-
ject via already-existing material, using the capability of the
3D printer to add detail where needed. Mueller et al. [22]
and Beyer et al. [3] used a combination of Lego blocks, 3D
printing, and laser cutting to quickly prototype objects, while
Chen et al. extended the approach to allow for quick fabri-
cation of large, high-detail 3D-printed objects by filling the
volume with plastic building blocks [6].

StackMold takes inspiration from both of these approaches.
We use a laser cutter to create slices, allowing us to quickly
build up a rough mold which can be rapidly filled with mod-
eling material. We also 3D-print high-detail elements where
necessary, enabling selective level of detail for the eventual
output.

Embedding Existing Elements in Fabricated Objects
Embedding existing components can enhance the mechanical
and electrical properties of the object. Medley [7] presents a
library of everyday household items that can be inserted into
3D printed objects to overcome the limitation of the small
amount of materials that can be 3D printed. In a similar vein,
Enclosed [40] and RetroFab [27], shows how structures can
be computationally designed and fabricated to hold electronic
components in place. In this context, researchers also explored
techniques and supporting tools to embed conductive traces
and capacitive pads in objects using dual-head extrusion print-
ers and conductive filaments [29,31]. Alternatively, 3D printed
channels can be filled manually using conductive paint [29],
strips of coper [36] or automatically using special-purpose
wire winding machinery [2]. Although these research efforts
facilitate embedding of circuit traces in objects, seamlessly em-
bedding electronic components in a fabricated object remains
challenging.

As an alternative approach, several research projects investi-
gate how to turn fabricated 2D substrates in 3D interactive
shapes. FoldIO [25] and PrintGami [11] present techniques
for conductive inkjet printing of circuits that are respectively
folded in 3D shapes or inserted in 3D printed objects. Going
beyond flexible substrates, Silicone Devices [23], presents a
fabrication procedure to prototype stretchable circuits with
embedded components that can be wrapped around 3D objects
to add interactivity.

Figure 6. A headset midway through casting, illustrating StackMold
features.

MULTI-STAGE MOLD BUILDUP
StackMolds have a box-like shape on the outside to facilitate
alignment of layers in a custom laser cut alignment box (Fig-
ure 6). However, the inside exposes intricate shapes to cast
the desired object. To prevent mixing of different materials
inside the mold, only one material is cast at a time; this is
accomplished by dividing the model into compartments using
temporary laser cut props (Figure 6). These compartments
need to be accessible for casting and temporary props have to
be removable. Therefore, StackMold uses a novel multi-stage
buildup which involves adding and temporary props and mold
layers between subsequent casting operations; during these
operations, new compartments are configured.

As illustrated in Figure 6, a multi-stage mold design con-
sists of several laser-cut features. To prevent between-layer
leaks, StackMold adds slots for a laser-cut bracket to squeeze
together all layers involved in each casting operation. Addi-
tionally, StackMold generates a custom alignment box with
finger joints to precisely align all layers while casting. To
simplify the removal of the mold after the casting process is
completely finished, a grid pattern added to all mold layers,
enabling the mold to be broken apart.

Figure 7 shows a multi-stage mold build-up for casting a basic
figurine in blue and green silicone. In contrast to the feet,
which have distinct casting volumes, the two materials are in
direct contact in the body and head regions and thus require
assembly of compartments to prevent the two colors from
mixing. In preparation of the first casting step, the mold is
assembled until layer 14 (Figure 7b). Temporary laser cut
props (gray) are inserted in one half of the body to prevent
blue silicone from leaking into the volume reserved for green
material. After curing the blue silicone, the props are removed
by splitting the mold at layers 9/10 (Figure 7c). To facilitate
the removal of temporary props, more mold layers on top
or below can be detached. Next, the final mold layers and
temporary props, to cover the blue compartment of the head,
are added. After casting the entire green compartment, the
blue compartment of the head is cast (Figure 7f). Prototyping
this figurine takes three casting steps in total. While it might
seem that only one casting step per material should be required,
this is not a valid solution as the head would prevent splitting
the mold at layers 9/10 to remove the props after the first
casting step.
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Figure 7. A simple illustration of the molding process. (a) A figurine to be cast in two materials. (b) The first casting step: props (gray) prevent the
blue casting material from leaking into the compartment for the green material. (c) The user separates the mold and removes the props for the green
compartment. (d) The second casting step: the user adds the mold for the head region, with the blue head compartment blocked by props. (e) The user
separates the mold and removes the props for the blue head compartment. (f) The final casting step; after curing, the user breaks away the entire mold.

The example discussed in this section highlights the basic prin-
ciples of our multi-stage mold buildup. The example figurine,
however, has smooth curves and only constraints in one dimen-
sion are considered; applying this multi-stage casting process
for fabricating objects with more intricate shapes is more dif-
ficult. StackMold works with complex shapes and multiple
materials, computationally optimizing the mold design and
offering step-by-step instructions to the user. We outline the
algorithms involved in this optimization in the implementation
section.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Processing 3D Models
StackMold operates on pre-existing 3D models, readily avail-
able online from websites such as Thingiverse4. A user
imports a model into the StackMold software and uses
3D brushes to annotate which regions of the model should
be cast in the desired materials. The user can also place exter-
nal components such as electronics on the model. After the
user specifies the thickness of the material they will use to
create the laser-cut mold slices, StackMold presents a preview
of the to-be-cast object.

Casting High-Fidelity Surface Regions
By default, the cast object, and therefore preview, will be
blocky and coarse: a result of building the mold from slices
of laser-cut material. StackMold offers three techniques to
enable the user to preserve surface details.

First, users can adjust the cast orientation of the object. Our
sliced mold buildup offers highly detailed contours within a
slice, while the object is coarse across slices. Manipulating the
casting orientation therefore controls the directions in which
contours are coarse and detailed.

Second, users can choose a different mold material thickness.
While a thinner material preserves more contour details across
layers, it involves laser cutting more slices, increasing both
fabrication time and the consumption of material.
4https://thingiverse.com

Finally, StackMold supports 3D printing parts of the mold
to allow for regions in which contour details are preserved
in all directions. During the fabrication stage, users annotate
desired high-fidelity surface regions using a 3D brush. For
those regions, StackMold generates 3D-printed parts that fit in
the laser cut mold slices. In contrast to existing computational
molding approaches that 3D print the entire mold [1, 17], our
approach is significantly faster: we print only for desired high-
fidelity regions, and because the laser-cut mold offers support,
the printed parts are thin, fast-printing shells.

Hollow and Multi-Material Volumes Inside Objects
In addition to specifying material properties of a surface mesh,
StackMold also allows for specifying material properties of
sub-volumes inside objects. This is supported by importing
additional mesh sub-volumes and positioning them inside the
object. In the same way as users can annotate the main model,
StackMold supports detailed sub-volume material configura-
tion using the 3D surface brushes.

Similar to 3D printing technologies, overhanging structures
require a support structure before casting. Overhanging struc-
tures outside the object are supported by mold layers as shown
in Figure 8a. In contrast, overhanging structures above hol-
low volumes inside the object, such as the top of the vase in
Figure 8b, cannot be supported by the layered mold structure.
Furthermore, temporary props cannot support the overhang-
ing structure in this example, as the object’s contour prevents
the removal of these props afterwards. In these situations,
StackMold requires temporarily filling the hollow region with
dissolvable material (Figure 8b). In our examples, we use
beeswax as it is easy to cast and convenient to dissolve using
heat. Alternatively, water dissolvable materials could be used,
but these materials often require cavities to be accessible by a
water jet to properly remove the material.

Laser Cutting and Labeling Parts
All slices of the mold layers are exported to an SVG file
for laser cutting (Figure 9a). This SVG also includes the
alignment box, brackets, and engraved labels for all parts for
easy reference in the step-by-step manual. Although the laser
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Figure 8. (a) Overhanging structure supported by mold layers. (b)
Internal overhanging structure supported by dissolvable material.

Figure 9. (a) Laser cut features have identifiers engraved. (b) Identifiers
of very small parts are looked up in a “small part catalog”

cut parts in the actual material volumes are taken out before
casting, some of them are used as temporary props and are
therefore labeled. Laser cut parts that are too small to fit an
identifier are added to a “small part catalog”. The contours
of all parts in this catalog are printed on a sheet of paper to
facilitate their identification by matching the laser cut shape
on the sheet (Figure 9b).

Step-By-Step Instruction Manual
StackMold compiles a web page with a step-by-step instruc-
tion manual. Figure 4 shows a set of instructions for casting a
multi-material audio headset. The manual refers to the mold
layers and temporary props using their unique identifier, which
is laser engraved on the part or for very small parts can be
looked-up by matching the laser cut part on a printed stencil
of small parts (Figure 9b). As StackMolds oftentimes expose
multiple compartments at the same time, the manual visually
highlights the appropriate compartment during casting opera-
tions (blue circle in Figure 4). Although StackMold computes
the amount of casting material required to fill every compart-
ment, relying solely on this measure is not very accurate, as
some residual material always remains in the mixing cup. Our
multi-stage mold buildup therefore ensures that molds can
always be fully filled in every casting step. We refer the reader
to the supplementary material, attached to this submission, for
a full instruction manual for making a multi-material turtle toy
character using StackMold.

Figure 10. StackMold suggests reducing the slicing thickness when
parts of the volume are disconnected.

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
StackMold’s software environment is implemented as a cross-
platform Electron app5 in JavaScript, primarily using three.js6,
a library for programming with WebGL. In this section, we
discuss the algorithms and computational techniques for de-
signing a multi-stage mold.

Multi-Material Slicing
Triggering StackMold’s fabrication stage (step 2 in walk-
through) renders a preview of the final multi-material object
in real-time. The object is first sliced according to the user-
specified mold-material thickness. This slicing involves calcu-
lating the intersections between a plane at the center of every
slice and the faces in that region. These intersection points
define the contour of each slice. StackMold suggests reducing
the slicing thickness when the slicing procedure introduces a
non-manifold mesh or splits the object in disconnected vol-
umes (Figure 10).

Faces with material annotations different from the base-
material represent 3D volume extrusions inside the object.
Similar to Brochu et al. [5], this volume is defined by either
connecting the end points of the 3D-annotated surface or by
the intrusion-depth of the annotation brush. Both settings are
available for all material brushes in the StackMold interface,
but many alternative volume selection techniques could be
supported in the future, such as 3D lasso tools [30]. Slices
consisting of multiple materials are split in separate material
volumes. Depending on the brush settings, this is done by
either connecting the end points or by eroding the sampled
contour of the annotated faces using the intrusion depth of the
brush.

After slicing the model, StackMold identifies regions in ev-
ery layer that require dissolvable material. This is done by
computing the overlap (Boolean intersection) between that
layer and all casting volumes on top. This results in parts of
the mold that are not removable from the top. For each of
those regions, we verify whether that part could be removed
sideways. If this is not possible, that part of the mold layer is
(partially) enclosed and requires dissolvable material instead
of a laser cut temporary prop.

5https://electronjs.org
6https://threejs.org
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Figure 11. StackMold generates 3D-printed mold pieces by (a) copying
user-specified faces from the original 3D model; (b) extruding to form an
initial mold and re-sampling the slices to the region; (c) the 3D mold is
further extruded to intersect all mold slices; (d-e) subtracting the slices
from the 3D mold to form a “stairstep” pattern.

Venting Pipes
As in any casting process, air bubbles can get trapped in cavi-
ties during the casting process. Similar to FlexMold [17], we
resolve this issue by analyzing the model for local maxima.
We laser cut a small circle in all mold layers above each max-
imum, forming vertical pipes that allow air to escape during
the casting process.

Generating 3D printed parts
For faces annotated as high-fidelity surface regions, Stack-
Mold generates STL files for 3D printing those parts of the
mold. Both the SVG and STL files require adjustments. The
laser cut mold layers need to provide space for the 3D printed
part and the 3D printed part has to fit in the stair-case mold
structure.

Our approach is shown in Figure 11. (a) We first create a
surface shell of the selected faces by taking a copy of those
faces. (b) The surface shell is extruded 5mm in the direction
of the normal of the faces to realize a manifold mesh. Next,
the slicing technique, discussed in section “Multi-Material
Slicing”, is applied to re-sample the contour of the mold layers
to make space for the 3D surface mold. (c) The original
surface shell is now further extruded (10mm) to ensure the 3D
surface mold intersects, and thus fits, all slices. (d) Finally, the
sliced mold layers are subtracted from the 3D surface mold to
realize the final 3D printable mold. This 3D mold perfectly
fits the surrounding laser cut mold and attaches firmly with
a drop of superglue. To easily remove the 3D printed molds
after casting, we print 3D mold parts with flexible filament
(Ultimaker TPU95A).

Computing viable cast sequences
Our computational approach optimizes the multi-stage mold
buildup and minimizes the number of casting and curing steps.
In the most optimal cast sequence, the number of casting
steps equals the number of different materials in the object.
However, even for simple designs this is not always feasi-
ble, as shown in Figure 7. Although optimizing the cast se-
quence is conceptually similar to existing optimization strate-
gies for assembly planning [24], many popular solutions, such
as computer-aided assembly process planning (CAAP) opti-
mizations do not translate to our problem as they are based on
studying associated disassembly [16] or parallel disassembly
processes [15].

Figure 12. (a) A simplified representation of four layers to be cast in two
materials, A and B. (b) A volume dependency table for the example. (c)
The viable cast sequence tree for the example, showing different possible
sequences for casting.

In our approach, we calculate viable cast sequences starting
from a representation in which all material volumes per layer
are considered separate compartments (Figure 12a). From
this representation, we calculate which volumes can be cast
at the same time. This process starts with initiating a volume
dependency table which links every material volume to the
volumes below that are in direct contact (Figure 12b). For
example, A2 and B2 both have A1 as a dependency, meaning
that both of them cannot be cast before A1. In contrast, mate-
rial volume A3 could be cast before B2, as they do not have
a dependency. In contrast to the simplified 1D example in
Figure 12a-b, our implementation considers overlaps between
the polygonal material volumes in two dimensions.

Using the volume dependency table, viable cast sequences
are calculated and modeled in a viable cast sequences tree
(Figure 12c). Every path from the root to a leaf is considered a
viable cast sequence for fabricating the object. The sequence
A1-A2-A3-A4-B2-B3 seems the most optimal solution, as it
only requires one casting step for every material. However, this
is an invalid solution, as it requires positioning of temporary
props in B compartments, of which some cannot be removed
after casting the A material volumes. More specifically, the
temporary prop in B2 cannot be removed, as it is blocked from
below by A1 and on top by mold layer M3, which in turn is
blocked by material volume A4. To validate and prune the
large solution space of cast sequences, the next section covers
the algorithm for modeling the positioning and removal of
temporary props and mold layers.

Validity analysis and pruning of cast sequences
A valid mold buildup ensures that isolated compartments are
formed during the casting process to support individually cast-
ing each desired material. This requires compartments to be
accessible for casting and timely placement and removal of
mold layers and temporary props. Our system computes the
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Figure 13. Properties stored by StackMold for each casting volume,
using B2 as the example material volume: (a) material volumes in the
same layer which touch B2; (b) volumes touching from above; and if the
material volume touches the mold itself (c) above or (d) below.

mold buildup and its validity while computing the viable cast
sequences tree in Figure 12c. Algorithm 1 in the Appendix
calculates and validates the multi-stage mold buildup for a
given cast sequence. This function is called every time an
element is added to the viable cast sequences tree. Running
this algorithm for partial cast sequences allows for pruning
large chunks of the tree early, as the algorithm identifies an in-
valid mold buildup (InvalidSequenceException). Algorithm 1
takes as input the array elements (material volumes) starting
from the root of the viable cast sequences tree to the element
last added. It uses Algorithms 2 and 3 in the Appendix to
compute and validate the required mold buildup. Algorithm 1
computes and returns all casting and assembly steps, includ-
ing the positioning and removal of temporary props and mold
layers. StackMold considers the cast sequence with the lowest
number of casting/curing steps as the most optimal solution.

The algorithms in the Appendix are called continuously while
optimizing the cast sequence. Therefore, the geometric and
spatial relations between material volumes and mold layers
are calculated beforehand and stored as properties in all ma-
terial volumes of the input array. As shown in Figure 13,
every material volume stores four geometric properties: (a)
the neighboring material volumes in the same layer that are in
direct contact; (b) the material volumes in the layer on top that
are that are in direct contact; (c) whether the material volume
is in direct contact with, and thus blocked by, the mold layer
on top; (d) whether the material volume is in direct contact
with, and thus is blocked by, the layer below. In contrast to the
simplified 1D representation in Figure 13, our implementation
considers these geometric properties in 2D, as the material
volumes are defined by polygons.

In addition to pruning invalid partial solutions of the viable
cast sequences tree, our implementation also uses heuristics
for additional pruning of the tree. This includes processing
material volumes with the same material properties first and
prioritizing material volumes that are connected across mold
layers. This heuristic allows for finding a good solution (lim-
ited number of casting/curing steps) early and further prune
the solution space.

Despite these pruning steps, the solution space can still be
very large for advanced examples. In worst-case, the object

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 14. Embedding an electronic component into the cast object,
using an LED as an example. (a) The user positioned the component on
the to-be-molded object. StackMold then (b) places its parametric fix-
ture and (c) sizes it to fit within the intersecting mold layers, (d) adjusts
the intersecting layers to prevent interference with the component and
fixture, and (e) generates the final fixture.

has many layers, many volumes per layer, and little dependen-
cies between volumes. In those cases, the dependency tree
generates many viable sequences that need verification. How-
ever, for the advanced examples in this paper (see “Example
Designs” section), our algorithm always finds a good solution
within several seconds. While the algorithm continues to opti-
mize the solution further, the user can accept the best solution
available at any time. When the algorithm cannot find an opti-
mal solution or any solution at all in a reasonable amount of
time, the user is offered the option to compute a sub-optimal
solution. A sub-optimal solution is computed by applying the
algorithm, outlined in this section, to a subset of mold layers at
a time. This approach is significantly faster, as it optimizes the
buildup of groups of layers and thus approximates the optimal
solution in which the buildup of all layers is optimized. Often-
times, the sub-optimal solution involves more casting/curing
steps compared to the optimal solution. To speed-up further,
one could optimize frequent configurations of cast volumes
beforehand. These approaches are vaguely similar to the once
taken in assembly planning [44].

Component Integration
To embed existing components, such as electronics, in the
surface region of an object, users position the electronic com-
ponent by specifying its location on object’s surface. The
component is aligned with the average orientation of the nor-
mal of the faces in that region. During the generation of the
multi-stage mold, fixtures are added to hold the component in
place during the casting. These fixtures are designed to pre-
cisely fit the component and have a parametric shape to fit the
slices of the mold layers. The current version of StackMold
supports embedding a predefined set electronic components,
including an LED, a switch, a button, and speakers. For these
I/O components, our parametric fixtures leave half of the com-
ponent exposed. Components with movable or vibrating parts,
such as speakers, require a waterproof package or additional
silicone sealant before casting.

Figure 14 illustrates the approach to adjust the parametric
shape of fixtures to the mold design, using the example of an
LED. Our parametric fixture for the LED is positioned and
oriented according to the component’s position (a–b). The
size of the fixture is adjusted to the slicing interval of the
mold layers (b–c). Intersections between mold layers, the
component, and the fixture are calculated and the sampled
mold layers are adjusted to avoid overlaps (d). The final fixture
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Figure 15. Example objects fabricated with StackMold: (a) a silicone turtle character with different colors, (b) a multi-colored silicone figurine with
regions in high-fidelity, (c) a vase made of plaster using dissolvable material, (d) a functional audio headset consisting of resin and silicone.

is exported for laser cutting (e) and attaches to the MDF mold
layers using a drop of superglue.

StackMold instructs users to insert fixtures and components
when casting a volume in contact with the fixture or compo-
nent. This limits the interference between mold layers and fix-
tures. Fixtures sometimes have to be temporarily removed to
reach underlying temporary props. When fixtures are skewed,
they might be harder to remove. In those situations, users
can use the breakaway lines of the mold layers to remove or
insert fixtures more easily at the expense of laser cutting new
versions of those mold layers.

While fabricating fixtures with a laser cutter is fast, surface
details are lost because of the flat fixture design. Alternatively,
the component is positioned in a high-fidelity mold region
produced with 3D printed parts. In this case, the 3D mesh
of the existing component is subtracted from the generated
3D mold part (see section “Generating 3D printed parts”) to
realize holes for fixating the component.

EXAMPLE DESIGNS
Using StackMold’s software environment, 4 example objects
shown in Figure 15 were fabricated: (a) a soft turtle toy charac-
ter with different colors of silicone, (b) a multi-colored silicone
figurine of which the head is cast in high-fidelity using 3D
printed mold parts, (c) a vase made of plaster of which the
overhanging structure requires embedding dissolvable mate-
rial (beeswax) during the fabrication process, (d) a functional
audio headset consisting of a rigid resin headband and soft sili-
cone earpads with embedded speakers. Computing the optimal

casting sequence for these objects using our current software
implementation took respectively, 3.1s, 3ms, 2ms, and 2s.

Figure 15 also reports the number of curing steps for every
example object and the total fabrication time.Fabricating these
five objects low resolution with a single material using an
Ultimaker 3 FDM printer would take respectively take 5:20,
5:09, 2:20, and 6:05 hours. Note that although we compare the
fabrication times with StackMold to an FDM 3D printer, most
of our examples cannot be fabricated with conventional FDM
printers, including the Ultimaker 3, as they do not allow for
more than two materials and embedded electronics. Also note
that fabricating the plaster model with StackMold takes longer
compared to 3D printing as plaster has to dry for several hours.
Molding large objects in plaster, however, would be faster
compared to 3D printing as the curing time does not increase
with the material volume.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Although StackMold offers many novel opportunities for
multi-material fabrication and rapid prototyping of functional
objects, our technique also has limitations which reveal many
interesting challenges for future research.

First, StackMold computationally optimizes the number of
casting and curing steps, but there are still some objects that
could require many casting steps. One class is objects with
intricate multi-material compositions, involving either many
materials, such as material gradients (Figure 16a), or exposing
separate material volumes with the same material properties,
such as checkerboard patterns (Figure 16b). Another class of
objects requires many casting steps because of their surface
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(a)

(b)
(c)

Figure 16. Some limitations of StackMold: objects with many material
changes such as gradients (a) or patterns (b) will require a large number
of casting steps. Objects like the tree in (c) require more steps in order
to remove temporary props.

geometry. For example, casting the Christmas tree shown in
Figure 16c in two materials requires positioning temporary
props in one half of the tree. The narrow regions prevent
the removal of those props and thus requires every branch of
the tree to be cast separately. Changing the cast orientation
could significantly reduce the number of casting steps for
some objects. Alternatively, future versions of StackMold
could support mold layers split in multiple jig saw puzzle
parts. Using this approach, mold layers and temporary props
could potentially be removed sideways without removing all
mold layers on top or below. Additionally, this approach
could allow for reusable multi-stage molds, as those molds
are easier to disassemble. Future versions of StackMold could
also consider molding parts of objects across different molds
to cast and cure objects in parallel.

Second, StackMold could be extended with various computa-
tional features to further increase the surface fidelity of cast
objects. For example, the slicing thickness could dynamically
adjust to fit the level of surface details in regions of the object.
Thin slices preserve surface details for intricate curves, while
coarse slices are sufficient for simple contours. Additionally,
regions of the mold could be sliced in different orientations
to preserve surface details in different directions across the
object. For example, slicing the body of a figurine horizontally
and the head vertically within a single multi-stage mold.

Third, the current version of StackMold supports embedding
existing components on the surface of objects, but not inside
the object. Embedding components inside a multi-stage mold
requires more considerations, as these components could pre-
vent positioning and removing temporary props and mold
layers, as well as the access to casting compartments.

Last, some casting materials are hard to combine or adhere.
Aggressive resins could disintegrate silicone while curing. Fu-
ture versions of StackMold can consider these characteristics
when optimizing the order of cast operations. Besides this,
adhering silicones to other materials is sometimes challenging.
Clamp designs could be positioned at junctions to mechani-
cally interconnect materials.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented StackMold, a novel multi-stage
molding technique to realize multi-material and multi-colored
objects. To support users making and using StackMolds, we
contributed algorithms to computationally design multi-stage
molds and an end-to-end software environment to guide users
through the building and molding process. StackMold con-
tributes in parallel to multiple active research challenges in
personal fabrication, including multi-material fabrication, tech-
niques to speed-up fabrication, and fabricating functional elec-
tronic objects. Therefore our fabrication process can be used
during many stages of a prototyping process; for building
low-fidelity coarse representations as well as for realizing
high-fidelity functional objects. Our work also opens many
opportunities for future work. One aspect that is especially
appealing is the ease with which fully tested electronic circuits
can be seamlessly embedded. This is in contrast to existing
throw-away prototyping processes which require users to start
on breadboards and later move to PCBs or novel conductive
inkjet printing processes to seamlessly embed circuits in ob-
jects.
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Algorithm 2: castCollectionOfElements
1 Function castCollectionOfElements()
2 prevEl← castVolumesAtSameTime.last()
3 if prevEl.LayerID < lastLockedLayerID then
4 Throw InvalidSequenceException()
5 end
6
7 if prevEl.LayerID < lastMoldLayerID then
8 u← instuctionRemoveLayers(prevEl.LayerID,

lastMoldLayerID)
9 allInstructions.append(u)

10 lastMoldLayerID← prevEl.LayerID
11 end
12
13 foreach castEl ∈ castVolumesAtSameTime do
14 castEl.Iscast← True
15 if castEl.BlocksMoldLayerBelow
16 and castEl.LayerID - 1 > lastLockedLayerID then
17 lastLockedLayerID← castEl.LayerID - 1
18 end
19 end
20
21 u← makeCastInstructions(castVolumesAtSameTime)
22 allInstructions.append(u)
23 castVolumesAtSameTime← new Array()

Algorithm 3: tryToRemoveProp
1 Function tryToRemoveProp(element)
2 if element.BlockedByMoldLayerOnTop then
3 nextID← element.LayerID +1
4 if nextID <= lastLockedLayerID then
5 Throw InvalidSequenceException()
6 end
7
8 u← instuctionRemoveLayers(nextID,

lastMoldLayerID)
9 allInstructions.append(u)

10 lastMoldLayerID← element.LayerID
11 end
12
13 foreach elTop ∈ element.ElementsRestingOnTop do
14 if elementOnTop.IsTempProp then
15 tryToRemoveProp(elementOnTop)
16 else
17
18 end
19 end
20
21 element.IsTempProp← False
22 u← removePropInstruction(element)
23 allInstructions.append(u)

APPENDIX

Algorithm 1: computeAllInstructions
1 lastLockedLayerID← 0
2 lastMoldLayerID← 0
3 castVolumesAtSameTime← new Array()
4

input :Array of elements from the root to a leaf (seq). Every
element has the following properties: LayerID,
MaterialID, IsTempProp, Iscast, NeighborsInLayer,
BlocksMoldLayerBelow, ElementsRestingOnTop,
BlockedByMoldLayerOnTop

output :Array of instructions, including mold assembling and
casting (allInstructions)

5 Function computeAllInstructions(seq)
6 allInstructions← new Array()
7 foreach el ∈ seq do
8 lastItem← castVolumesAtSameTime.last()
9 if !connectedWithSameMaterial(el, lastItem) then

10 castCollectionOfElements()
11 end
12
13 if el.IsTempProp then
14 tryToRemoveProp(el)
15 end
16
17 u← InstructionAddLayer(lastMoldLayerID,

el.LayerID)
18 allInstructions.append(u)
19 lastMoldLayerID← el.LayerID
20
21 foreach n ∈ el.NeighborsInLayer do
22 if !n.Iscast and !n.isTempProp then
23 n.isTempProp← True
24 u← InstructionAddTempProp(n)
25 allInstructions.append(u)
26 end
27 end
28
29 castVolumesAtSameTime.push(el)
30 end
31
32 castCollectionOfElements()
33 return allInstructions
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